METS PRODUCT BROCHURE
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e are delighted to be back at METS; meeting our customers, showcasing our products and catching up with
our industry friends.

As you will see from this year’s stands situated in Hall One (1.131 and 1.141) despite the challenges of the last 18
months, the organisation goes from strength to strength expanding our range across a number of new product
divisions and deepening our offering in existing categories. Our unrivalled manufacturing facilities, depth of
resources throughout the group and the innovative talents of our design and engineering team members, have
enabled this period of exciting growth, which we are pleased to share in this METS 2021 brochure.
Some notable new additions include:
Our new roof division, brings a comprehensive range of fabric roof systems, designed to meet the growing
demands for exterior comfort and sun protection. Utilising our decades of manufacturing experience, we can offer
a range of soft roofs and shades to match your specific requirements. Please ask your Account Manager for a
brochure which includes a fabric sample set, which are available on the stand or by post.
Our extensive knowledge gained from over 40 years of producing integrated hydraulic systems for both power
and sailboats, have enabled our development of an innovative range of hydraulically operated stern mounted
bathing platforms/tender lifts. Offering both vertical lift and folding platforms, the designs offer the optimal
solution to create a moving platform, which can be raised and lowered whilst always remaining in-line with the
hull’s stern. A full working product is being demonstrated on our stand, come by to see it in action.
Our well proven range of beds offer static, lifting and tilting mechanisms allowing designers more freedom in
creating optimal space saving internal layouts. They utilise a unique nylon strap-based system, which retracts
into the bed base, concealing the lifting system in the retracted position, while providing the ultimate comfort for
sleeping and reading. With a vast range to choose from, we have powered and static products on display on the
stand, and full technical specifications and CAD available now.
With more new products in all our existing product divisions, including Glazing, Acrylic, Thruster, Anchoring,
Hatch and Portlight and Windlass there is much to explore on this year’s stand.

Lippert Marine Group Europe comprises our three businesses, Lewmar, Trend Marine and Taylor Made Ireland,
supported by our parent company Lippert
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Drum Windlass
The Drum windlass is the newest addition to the Lewmar windlass range. Calling on our experience in windlass and
winch line management we have designed the drum windlass for stern or bow anchoring for boats up to 8m(26ft).
Combining a full stainless body and our proven 1000w IP68 rated motors as standard has provided a new windlass
range that is built for durability, performance and optimum protection against the harsh marine environment.
New for the 2021 market is the more compact Lewmar Mini Drum Windlass. Utilising all the features from
the existing range with a more compact body and smaller motor reducing the footprint perfect for tight
locker installations.
•

3 Drum sizes
Mini – 50m of 6mm rope & 4m of 8mm chain (new for 2021)
Small – 60m of 6mm rope & 10m of 6mm chain
Large – 75m of 8mm rope & 10m of 8mm chain

•

Full Stainless Steel body

•

IP68 rated housing as standard

•

Max working load 1000kg

•

Max line speed 40m/ min

•

Optional free fall

Mini Drum

Large Drum
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Small Drum

Epsilon Anchor
The Epsilon super-high holding power anchor builds upon the legendary Delta® anchor's robustness and quality.
Its concave fluke and ballast keel ensure market-leading holding power and rapid setting, while maintaining selflaunching characteristics with Lewmar bow rollers and retaining the same shank geometry as the original Delta®.
Time-proven materials are used throughout the range: manganese steel for the galvanised version, and a 316/2205
duplex steel combination for the stainless version.
•

Super-High Holding Power

•

Galvanised and stainless steel versions

•

Anti-snagging design

•

Optional righting roll bar for sailboat application

•

Full range from 6kg – 63kg

•

Ballasted tip for fast setting

•

Fully compatible with Lewmar bow rollers

•

Lloyds type approval
Stainless Steel
Epsilon Anchor

Optional roll bar

Galvanised
Epsilon Anchor
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Proportional Thrusters
The new Proportional thrusters from Lewmar have unlimited run-time, are very quiet in use, maintenance free and
suitable for 24V installation. The proportional series can be controlled by one of the four new proportional control
panels developed for this new type of motor.
The proportional thrusters motor is a nearly silent motor and has unlimited runtime. The induction motor is
controlled by the Lewmar Curtis controller. This in-house engineered motor controller can control 24V inputs. With
this new system, Brushless motors have been chosen for their efficiency and unlimited runtime, and their ability to
withstand tough sailing.
Retrofitting the Lewmar proportional series is also very easy. The proportional thrusters are backwards compatible
to replace existing Lewmar bow thrusters installations.
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•

Limitless running - the only restriction is your battery capacity

•

Ultimate control - proportional throttling allows delicate manoeuvring

•

Zero maintenance - longer life without a need for servicing

•

Retro-fit kits compatible with existing thrusters

Proportional RT Thrusters
The new proportional thrusters from Lewmar are also available for our Retracting thruster range. The proportional
thrusters motor is a nearly silent motor and has unlimited runtime. The induction motor is controlled by the Lewmar
Curtis controller. This in-house engineered motor controller can control 24V inputs.
Retrofitting the Lewmar proportional motor is also very easy. The proportional motor are backwards compatible to
replace existing Lewmar retracing thrusters motors. The retrofit kits also include a pre-wired tunnel actuator.
•

 lange mounting as standard for easy installation. The universal flange can be adjusted to any given hull
F
shape and the captive nut allows effortless fastening from the top of the unit only

•

Robust GRP construction

•

140, 185 and 250mm tunnel diameters available

•

Auto-retract function after 5 minutes of non-use

•

Dual propellers on 185 & 250 models as standard
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125VRTT
Using well proven technology from its power and sailboat docking systems, the Lewmar design team have created a
unique 125VRTT specifically aimed at the growing Pontoon boat market. With the explosion of both the pontoon and
new Tri-toon designs these popular platforms are introducing many new boaters onto the water.
Docking is always one of the most stressful parts of a day out for any new boater, so the Lewmar system is
designed to give confidence and truly allow stress free low speed manoeuvring and docking using a vertical retract
system the thruster is retracted into the hull to allow non displacement hull speeds, but can be deployed in a matter
of seconds below 5 knots to offer full control when approaching the dock - whatever the wind and tide conditions.
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•

Custom-made to Lewmar specifications, combining reliability with outstanding power

•

Easy, plug-together switch connectors

•

Electric vertical retract system for rapid deployment

•

 0 degree drive train featuring hardened and ground spiral bevel gears for maximum efficiency and quiet
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power transmission

•

5-blade propeller produces equal direction thrust from a single propeller

•

Lewmar drive system cassette seal gives excellent protection and better sealing that standard lip seal

•

The Lewmar anode system is secured with a large nut enabling hassle free maintenance

Revolutionary design, new for METS 2021 – 185VRTTS
The patent pending Lewmar 185VRTTS (Vertical Retracting Tunnel Thruster Steerable) revolutionises the ease with
which boaters can dock in close quarters by introducing the first-of-its-kind, directly steerable docking thruster
system to the marketplace. This integrated thruster has a 185mm diameter tunnel, and its vertical deployment
positions the prop below the hull for maximum thruster performance. The single 5-blade propeller, driven by a 36V
brushless motor combined with two additional motors provide the retraction and rotating functions. The resulting
360 degree proportional thrust allows for delicate manoeuvrability, easing the docking process.
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Aftermarket Pontoon Boat Anchoring
The Aftermarket Pontoon Boat Anchoring Captive reel windlass, allows for trouble free pontoon anchoring.
Ideally suited to the pontoon boat design with space saving under deck mounting, this design is easy to
install and operate.
Built around a stainless steel chassis with composite bearing technology and a robust UV stabilised ABS Shell,
this is a simple all-in-one integrated system for tangle free safe anchoring.
•

Rode Stowage without the need for a locker

•	Multiple Control options available – Deck switch, Console switch
or wireless remote
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•

Self-locking – no need for a cleat or stopper

•

High quality materials and construction

•

Stainless steel 316 chassis / ABS UV – Stabilised case

Proportional Thruster Controllers
The combination of Lewmar's DC digital brushless motors and proportional control panels provide ultimate control
over your boat.
Designed to mimic the experience of a hydraulic system, an adjustable throttle allows delicate and refined
manoeuvring. Brushless motors have been chosen for their efficiency and extended runtime, and their ability to
withstand tough sea conditions.
Lewmar's deep-rooted engineering experience gives you the ability to dock in the most difficult situations.
•

Superior runtime over traditional brush motors

•	Ultimate control - proportional throttling allows
delicate manoeuvring
•	Zero maintenance - with no brushes to replace, our new
motors have a longer life without a need for servicing
•	Control panels available in single and dual arrangements,
with composite or high-quality aluminium bezel
•

Compatible with existing thruster installations

Docking Control
Lewmar’s new range of thruster control panels provide superior tactile control of single or dual thruster installations.
The panels are designed for all Lewmar TT, RT, SRT & VRT thrusters fitted with a blue box and can be fitted to
thrusters fitted with a black-box using a controller adaptor.
The control panels are installed without the need for rear access and feature a snap-on bezel to neatly hide the
mounting screws. A cover is also included, providing additional security against accidental use and giving extra
environmental protection.
•

Ergonomic control pad gives tactile feedback

•	Membrane switch panel sealed from dust and moisture ingress
•

Single and dual controllers available

•	Dual controllers give total control of vessel via multi-axis pad
•	Multi-function LED indicator displays system deployment,
thruster operation and fault conditions
•	Upgrade kit allows installation of single or dual controllers
into a thruster system with previous generation controllers
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Ultra-Low Profile Hatch
Following trends towards flush, clean lines, Lewmar have developed a robust, elegant, ultra-slim hatch to minimise
impact on deck aesthetics while following the design principles of the proven low profile system.
Offering substantial benefits to both OEM’s and owners alike, the Ultra-low Profile Hatch can be incorporated into
new designs with ease while also offering a retrofit solution in current Lewmar installations. As the perfect blend
of utility and elegance, the design uses multiple seal profiles to guarantee compression and excellent watershedding capability.
The Ultra-low Profile Hatch is a revolutionary approach to framed hatch design, combining strength, beauty and safety.
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•

Available in industry-standard Lewmar sizes

•

Re-styled hinges provide an elegant internal aspect

•

Seal profiles are designed to deflect water away from the aperture

•

Gas struts ensure easy opening and securing

•

Above-deck height of only 6mm

Stainless Steel Hatch
Using Lewmar’s proven hatch technology, Lewmar are now able to offer stainless steel deck hatches. The stainless
hatch complements and matches other stainless fittings on a high specification deck.
The hatches have a similar profile to the highly successful Low Profile Hatch and are directly interchangeable. This
flexibility allows boat builders to tailor deck specification to individual customer requirements without retooling.
•

High-polished stainless steel upper frame and hinges

•

High-polished stainless or black fittings

•

CE approved Area 2A

•

Gas struts available as an option

•

White lower frame
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Pleated Blinds
Designed for the perfect fit to our existing range of hatches, the new Lewmar Pleated Shade complements any boat,
with clean modern styling and practical functionality.
Pre-assembled and simple to install, the Pleated Shade is mountable either horizontally or vertically as preferred
and under constant tension. The Pleated Shade provides ultimate flexibility for light control, ventilation and
pest protection.
The shade can be mounted to, or in, the headlining of any vessel, offering a simple retrofit solution or flush pleated
option for new boat builders.
All components have been specially selected for their suitability in withstanding the harsh marine environment. The
chosen polymers and fabrics are easily cleaned and offer excellent resistance to damp conditions.
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•

Easy to install. Option of surface or flush mount

•

100% Blackout material, UV stable

•

Durable flyscreen mesh, providing protection and airflow

•

Low profile design

•

Fits all sizes of Lewmar standard hatches

Pre-Installed Portlights
Lewmar have led the market in integrated, pre-mounted flush portlight in glass solutions. This has removed the risk
of installation for the boat builder and provides a clean exterior finish to the boat. A wide range of sizes, including
round and rectangular portlights, in standard sizes from 112mm to 300mm. Designed to Area 1, 2B or 3 compliance
and pre-approved to ISO12216.

SUPER PING
An intermediate integrated flush portlight.
Minimal visual intrusion with black alloy
or high-impact acrylic low-profile internal
frame. Stainless steel hinges and handles.
Soft-touch rubber handle inserts.

SPUN PING
A premium flush portlight. Highly polished, full stainless steel,
low-profile internal frame. Stainless steel hinges and handles.
Soft-touch rubber handle inserts. The Spun Ping perfectly
complements the Stainless Super Ping allowing a mix of in hull
and integrated portlights to be used on the same vessel.

SARGASSO PORTLIGHTS
With a flush lens to create seamless hull glazing, the
Sargasso Portlight unit ‘floats’ in fixed glass with a
minimal internal frame.
•

Available in standard sizes

•

Round and oval options

•

Aluminium and stainless steel frames

•

Stainless Steel 316 handles

•

Suitable for monolithic or laminated hull glass
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Bonded Acrylic
For weight-sensitive designs, we offer a bonded acrylic solution as an alternative to conventional glass panels.
•

Painted inside or outside face

•

Integrated portlights

•

Simple quick installation

•

Sleek & stylish one piece look

Flush Trimport
The Trimport provides yacht designers with an alternative way of styling the coachroof coaming.
The trimport is a long, thin, outward opening hatch. On the outside of the yacht a long, uninterrupted panel provides
a supremely smooth aesthetic. The outward opening removes the issue experienced with conventional portlights of
water running off the lens and into the boat.
Trimports must be integrated into the vessel at the design stage as custom shapes are required for each boat model.
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•

Based on flush hatch platform

•

Flexible sizing to suit OEM requirements

•

Glass or acrylic

•

Contact Lewmar for further information

Thermally Toughened Laminated Glass
Benefits of Trend Marine toughened and laminated glass:
Choose the best options in interlayer technology

•

EVA or DuPont Sentry Glass

Strength of interlayer options means significant weight savings
can be achieved compared to traditional glass specifications.

•

Flat or curved

•

UV protection

•

Thermal insulation

•

Switchable options

•

Coloured film options

•

Heated options

Sag Bent Chemically Toughened
Laminated Glass
Typically used for large front screens or
complex shapes where ultimate optical
clarity is required. The glass is initially sag
bent over precision engineered stainless
tooling before being chemically toughened.
Finally the plies are laminated together using
the finest interlayers.
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Curved Glazing
Trend Marine have two high capacity thermal
press bend toughening lines set up for batch
production. Typically these are utilised for
windscreen manufacture on boats up to 100
feet and offer a cost effective solution to OEM
customers.

Our sag bending furnace is utilised when a
Superyacht level of finish is required. This
technology allows glass to be formed to a tight
radius with double curvature and conicity.

Other Glazing Solutions
Roofs
Individually designed sliding roof
solutions are available in a range of
materials including carbon fibre.

Doors
Electric and manual patio doors are
tailored to each yacht’s needs. Other
door solutions include companionway
doors and watertight doors.

Windows
Electric and manual opening side
window solutions are designed to offer
functionality and style.
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Patio Doors
Utilising 50 years experience of working with aluminium
and stainless extrusions, Lewmar have developed a wide
range of Patio Door platforms. Key design features include
a hard-coat anodised finish and flush-bonded glass exterior
panels with minimal outer frames, providing smooth
exterior doors. The sliding systems are a ball-raced design
for smooth sliding, with movement being controlled by a
single-handed, integrated latch bolt design, spring-loaded
to positively lock the doors in position.
We can also offer a series of integrated blind solutions,
reducing OEM installation times and offering clean lines to
the internal space.

Frames
ALLOY
A modular design allows for
multiple configurations of fixed and
sliding panels with minimum visual
intrusion. Modern 5-axis machine
centres, and common assembly
components, ensure a costeffective platform for
volume-driven OEM designs.

STRUCTURAL ALLOY
Predominantly developed with the catamaran market in mind, catamaran doors provide a specific challenge in terms
of overall stiffness and movement in the boat structure. The frame design offers 2 key features: a wide I beam design
that offers necessary support and stability, together with a deep recess for the sliding door sections. These are hung
from the top of the I beam section, allowing for smooth operation even if there is some flex in the boat structure.
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HYBRID
Built on the flexible, cost-effective
aluminium door design of the standard
doors, but with a 2mm highly polished
stainless steel trim which is viewed from
the outside of the vessel. This door also
suits performance boats by combining
reduced weight with the visual benefit
of stainless steel. Available in mirrored
glass as shown.

STAINLESS
A premium offering, which utilises a folded highly polished 316 stainless steel outer frame. Using the latest folding
technology we can produce a stiff, yet relatively lightweight, frame to provide an all stainless steel look, both
internally and externally.
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Door Designs
SLIDING
Available in multiple combinations of fixed panes
and standard sliders, up to 4 panels wide. A common
option is 3 sliders with 1 fixed or semi fixed element
to enable two possible entrance ways, or fully
stackable doors to create a large open space.

BI-FOLD
Bi-fold doors can be folded neatly to one side of the patio door maximising
the opening when required. Utilising a proven triple hinge mechanism, the
system provides robust support to the doors in the open and closed position.

Patio Door Window Openers
With stern galley/bar areas becoming increasingly common in many modern designs, there is a requirement for large
opening panels to be integrated in patio doors. These can be categorised by two main designs:

FLIP UP
More commonly found on smaller sport top or flybridge models. A glass
panel is lifted up by either manual gas struts or electric linear actuators to
allow a completely open space where food and drink can be served to the
outside living space. A minimalist alloy frame provides a stiff structure that
remains lightweight.

POWERED DROP
More commonly found on boats above 50 feet. Lewmar offer both a framed and
frameless solution where the glass disappears vertically into the lower door
section. This in turn is often integrated into the boat’s furniture. A smooth,
worm-wheel cable drive system ensures reliable and quiet operation.
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Push & Slide Patio Door
The first all glass patio door joins the existing range from Lewmar. Using our experience in pop and slide windows
and knowledge of patio doors to produce this unique solution.
Turn the cockpit into an extended living area in next to no time. What’s more, you can do this smoothly whilst saving
space with the innovative Patio push and slide door. For really warm days in the cabin you can open the Glass in
Glass hatch for added ventilation.

Gullwing Door
Opening and folding upwards the Gullwing door offers an
elegant solution where space constraints don’t allow a
traditional Flip Up window to be installed. The design allows
for easy installation by the yard via a variety of fastening
methods. A typical Gullwing would allow easy access from
saloon out onto the side decks.
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Pantograph Doors
Trend Marine have a long history in the production of Pantograph doors and have been offering composite glazed
doors for many years.
New for METS 2021 is a flush, glass Pantograph Door solution that utilises all of Lewmar & Trend’s experience in
alloy framed glass assemblies to produce a market leading product.
With versatility and security at it’s heart, the objective was to create a simple, but fast to install, watertight all-inone door.
For ease of OEM installation, the door is manufactured and shipped as a complete 1 piece, water tested unit with
the overall glass size and shape matched to the boat designer’s requirements. Robust weatherproofing is combined
with lightweight aluminium extrusions and a secure 6 point locking mechanism to provide a strong and lightweight
product that minimises visual impact.
With the ongoing trend to increase internal saloon volume and hence minimise exterior deck width this low profile
integrated door solution offers significant advantages over a traditional composite Pantograph Door.
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Taylor Made Framed Windscreen
From introducing the first curved-glass windshield to
the marine market, to the inventive construction of
our sleek, aerodynamically designed glass surfaces
— when it comes to boating windshields, framing,
and replacement accessories and components, our
capabilities are second to none.
Leveraging decades of hands-on experience and a deep
investment in technology and innovation. Our in-house
glass tempering and tooling facility, combined with our
extensive expertise in marine glass glazing, places us at
the market leaders in complex curved glass for small to
medium size powerboats.
•	Largest one piece screen capability –
3050mm x 2210mm

Curved Acrylic
Following the curves and contour of the hull or topsides, our light and cost effective curved Acrylic is ideally
suited to in hull glazing and hatch production. Available in a range of colours and thicknesses, Acrylic is bent by
thermoforming / drape moulding, to CAD data. The process is ideally suited to creating single curved panels.
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Carbon Shutter
Using our in house carbon facility together with the best materials and cutting edge FEA we’re able to offer carbon
and glass roof shutters of the highest quality. Each roof frame is specifically designed and engineered for that
particular boat model and coated in a clear lacquer to emphasise the outstanding finish.
•

Bespoke panels and drive systems

•

Layup of tools in resin-infused carbon

•

Component panels in pre-preg

•

Top surface glass or carbon
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Roof Glazing
FIXED GLASS ROOF
Available as standard fit, this is a bonded, fixed panel which is fully interchangeable with the powered roof, ideal
for late configuration into production. The fixed panel is designed to keep the basic package price of the boat
competitive, with the option of an owner upgrade to the powered solution.

SLIDING ROOF
With a depth of experience in bending, sealing and shaping aluminium hatch platforms, Lewmar has developed
a full range of sliding glass sunroof systems. Three standard sizes are available with a 2D curve. Bespoke sizing
and custom 3D curved solutions are also possible in low batch runs. A proven electrical worm wheel drive system
ensures smooth operation.
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850/1150/1450 Backwind Winch
Lewmar has developed a full range of high-load, backwinding superyacht winches to cater for line loads up to 14.5T
pull and 18T hold. Boats such as the awe-inspiring J-Class have long relied on Lewmar for their winch requirements
and, as they continue to push the performance envelope, our design and engineering team have been challenged to
keep up.
The range now includes the 1450, 1150 & 850 Backwind Winches, all featuring the same groundbreaking
architecture. Twin output gears offer precise trimming and stability at high loads while the optimised gear ratios
ensure high line speeds for manoeuvring. With the addition of the 850 to the range, performance cruisers of 80-100ft
can now fit a backwinding primary.

850 Backwind

1150 Backwind

1450 Backwind

•

8.5T Max pull

•

11.5T Max pull

•

14.5T Max pull

•

10T Max hold

•

15T Max hold

•

18T Max hold
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Powerboat Wheels
The range features 3-spoke design, constructed in 316 stainless steel for the welded and cast wheels or carbon
fibre. Cast and carbon rims are enhanced with integrated moulded rubber grips for comfort and positive tactile
control. Each wheel is also supplied with a pre-installed ball-raced Power Grip.

SWR Range - Stainless steel welded rim
•

Polished oval shaped tubular rim with formed rear face grip

•

Cast spokes with integrated hub

•

316 stainless steel construction for durability

•

Deep dish design for extra room and comfort

•

Non-magnetic

•

Pre-assembled with ball-raced Power Grip for ease of use

SCR Range - Stainless steel cast rim
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•

Polished oval shaped rim

•

Rear face EVA moulded insert grips

•

316 stainless steel cast construction for durability

•

Deep dish design for extra room and comfort

•

Non-magnetic

•

Pre-assembled with ball-raced Power Grip for ease of use

CFR Range - Carbon Fibre rim
•

High-strength and low weight Carbon fibre construction

•

High-gloss UV-resistant lacquered finish

•

Rear face EVA moulded insert grips

•

Deep dish design for extra room and comfort

•

Non-magnetic

•

Centre hub insert machined from solid billet 316 stainless steel

•

Pre-assembled with ball-raced Power Grip for ease of use

Power Grip
Introducing the new Power Grip from Lewmar: a power boat
wheel handle with a Rolex-style lid which can be fitted onto the
wheel for further precision and more tactile mooring. They can
be either bolted or clamped onto the wheel with two clamping
points by an allen wrench, included in the Power Grip kit.
•

Fitted with two clamps or bolted

•

Rolex style lid

•

Allen wrench included

•

Twin ball bearing race
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Fabric Soft Roof Systems
Solar shading and sliding roof systems have significantly
increased in popularity over recent years, as demand
for on-board exterior comfort and sun protection grows.
Utilising our decades of manufacturing experience
Lewmar is able to offer a range of soft roofs and shades to
match the design requirements of this growing market.
All Lewmar shade and roof systems are manufactured
in our own UK factories, by our skilled engineers. Our
sliding roofs and shades are built on the foundation of
Lewmar’s proven hardware range with simple touch of
a button operation.
All of our selected fabrics have been chosen with the
challenging marine environment in mind. Extensively
tested for reliability and longevity, all of our fabrics have
strong UV filtering properties and beautiful aesthetics.

POWERED SHADES
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SOFT ROOFS

Telescopic Power Shade

Folding Power Shade

Retracting Stacking Soft Roof

Retracting Soft Roof

Material

316 Stainless steel

316 Stainless steel

316 Stainless steel

316 Stainless steel

Mechanism

Electric telescopic actuators

Electric arm drive

Electric cable drive

Electric cable drive

Standard Width

2.3m

Bespoke

Bespoke

Bespoke

Standard Length

1.5m, 1.8m and 2.1m

Bespoke

Bespoke

Bespoke

Support Poles

Self-supporting

Optional

N/A

N/A

Vertical Camber

Optional

No

Optional

Optional

Horizontal Camber

No

No

Optional

Optional

Voltage

12v, 24v or 48v

12v, 24v or 48v

12v, 24v or 48v

12v, 24v or 48v

Valance /
Nose Cone

Compatible with valance
up to 9kg (not supplied as
standard)

Alloy valance supplied as
standard

Compatible with nose cone

Compatible with nose cone

Fabric

4 standard choices

4 standard choices

8 standard choices

8 standard choices

Lining

N/A

N/A

3 standard choices

3 standard choices

Retracting Soft Roof and Retracting Stacking Soft Roof
Our powered retracting soft roofs are designed to an OEM’s specific requirements. Utilising Lewmar’s extensive
experience of track and car systems, our mechanisms are designed to maximise any roof opening. Both designs
feature a hardy exterior fabric and lightweight inner lining. Push button control is available via a range of Lewmar
switches and remote controls or by directly connecting to the boat’s main control system.
The Lewmar soft roof range incorporates active tensioning to reduce noise and vibration when under way. The
premium stacking roof offers increased retraction to maximise light and ventilation.
•

Material: 316 Stainless Steel

•

Mechanism: Electric cable drive

•

Voltage: 12v, 24v or 48v
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Folding Power Shade
A recent addition to the Lewmar range, the Folding Power Shade offers a premium sunshade, most commonly
used in aft areas.
Built with stylish stainless steel arms and fittings, the shade is deployed via its electric motor at the touch of a
button. Gas springs within the folding arms keep the canopy under constant tension at any stage of deployment.
An aluminium valance comes as standard, or there is the option to fit an OEM moulding.
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•

Material: 316 Stainless Steel

•

Mechanism: Electric arm drive

•

Voltage: 12v, 24v or 48v

Telescopic Power Shade
Lewmar’s compact telescopic shade offers touch of a button comfort, using patented self-supporting electric
actuators. Sun protection is available whenever and wherever it’s needed, in the cockpit (aft) or bow (forward). The
synchronised actuators utilise low voltage motors to deploy the shade quickly and quietly. With self-tensioning
fabric, the shade can be deployed to any point within its range, to provide maximum flexibility.
The Telescopic Power Shade can be installed on any boat with an overhead structure: hardtop, T-top, tower or arch.
It is therefore suited to both OEM and aftermarket installations.
•

Material: 316 Stainless Steel

•

Mechanism: Electric telescopic actuators

•

Voltage: 12v, 24v or 48v
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Bathing Platform
Utilising the extensive knowledge gained from over 40 years of producing integrated hydraulic systems for both
power and sailboats, Lewmar have developed an innovative range of hydraulically operated stern mounted bathing
platforms/tender lifts.
With modern boat designs often featuring a “beach club” area these multi use platforms are suited to bathing,
tender storage and water toy deployment. Offering both vertical lift and folding platforms, the designs offer the
optimal solution to create a moving platform, which can be raised and lowered whilst always remaining in-line with
the hull’s stern.
Providing a comprehensive range of lightweight, easy to service designs solutions, Lewmar work closely with each
OEM to optimise the bathing platform into each boat’s design. A custom platform can also be developed to enhance
an existing boat design as a retro-fit option.
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•

Smooth, even and quiet lifting and submersion capability

•

Weight optimised design

•

Water borne serviceability

•

System range lift capacity

•

Ideal for tender, jet ski and paddle board launch and recovery

•

Power pack systems suitably sized for operational excellence

Passerelle
The Lewmar Passerelle gangway system is growing in popularity across many new builds. With stern-to mooring
common place in many European ports, an integrated passarelle system is becoming an essential piece of hardware.
The Lewmar design engineering team have developed an extensive range of sleek, strong and easy to use systems.
A range of manual, electric or hydraulically powered designs are available enabling a safe transition between “life
on board” and dry land. Working closely with each OEM our team will optimise the individual design to suit the
specific model offering a fully integrated solution.
•

Manual, electric and hydraulic deployment options

•

Single, double and triple stage, with a selection of extension ranges

•

Structure made in powder or polished coated stainless steel or anodized aluminium

•

Walkway platform in teak grating or solid teak with non-slip inserts

•

Double or single row of manual removable rope or rail stanchions
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Lippert Components – Bed Systems
Our powered bed systems are ideally suited to the marine environment, with multiple options for the configuration
of the layout for sleeping, reading or day use with the touch of a button. A powered bed system can fundamentally
change the use of interior space aboard.
Utilising a unique nylon strap-based system the modular platform is adaptable to suit a broad range of sail and
motorboat applications including saloons, guest rooms and crew cabins. The straps retract into the bed base,
concealing the lifting system while in the retracted position and allowing OEMs a new found freedom in floorplan
design. The virtually silent operation is controlled by a single motor to raise and lower the bed. The system can be
customized in both size and configuration to ensure optimum space utilisation.

Lisbona Evo
Sliding anodized aluminium bed base with belts
and legs for manual or electric lifting
•

Aluminium/steel/wood

•

Rear bed base with up/down movement

•

T he solution offers manually or electrically bed lifting mechanisms

•

Bed Sliding in 3 positions for reading and relaxing

•

Front lifting cockpit allowing under bed compartment accessibility

•	Maximum loading
capacity (static): 200Kg
•

Bed Weight: 38Kg

•

Sliding stroke: 150mm

•	Up/Down stroke:
300/400mm
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Oslo
•

Extractable bed base

•

Aluminium/wood

•

Sliding slatted base.

•

Manual handling from single to double bed solution

•

Maximum loading capacity (static): 200Kg

•

Bed Weight: 12Kg

•

Sliding Bed stroke customizable

Nice
•

Anodized bed base, light profile

•

Aluminium/wood

•

Classic single lightweight slatted net.

•

Possibility of double bed base.

•

Maximum loading capacity (static):

•

120kg for Single bed

•

200Kg for Double bed

•

Bed Weight (single): 8Kg
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Two-In-One
•

Electric Bed Lifting System with extendable bed frame

•

Designed for vertical lifting and lowering movement

•	Locks horizontally or in slant position		
under the ceiling
•	Maximum extension approximately
80% of the width of the bed base
•	Electrically operated
•

Lightweight, quiet system

•	Includes manual emergency system
•	Maximum carrying capacity 300 kg

Accessories
•	Tables
•
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TV brackets

Notes:
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